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INTRODUCTION

Muneer Awad, an American Muslim resident of Oklahoma, wrote his last will and testament. However, unlike the wills of most Americans, his might not be probated by the courts of Oklahoma because it is based on his Muslim faith. Under Oklahoma’s “Save Our State Amendment,” state courts are prohibited from considering the legal precepts of foreign nations or religions. This amendment, which was overwhelmingly approved by voters in 2010, is part of a recent wave of anti-Sharia enactments targeting foreign and religious laws, many of which particularly target Islamic law (Sharia).

While these enactments have yet to receive much judicial scrutiny because of their novelty, they have created a firestorm of public controversy...
and galvanized both supporters and opponents.9 The American Bar Association (“ABA”) also joined the controversy, adopting a resolution opposing these enactments as unconstitutional.10 This drew accusations from some supporters of anti-Sharia enactments that the ABA “has decided to undertake the fight for Sharia law.”11 As courts around the country are likely to soon consider the constitutionality of these enactments, a deeper understanding of the Religion Clauses of the First Amendment12 and their application to these enactments becomes increasingly important. Specifically, this Comment addresses the implications of anti-Sharia enactments for parties who incorporate religious laws into their contracts and seek to introduce extrinsic evidence to explain their intent when a dispute arises over the parties’ intent or the meaning of a contract term. Although most anti-Sharia enactments target Sharia law overtly or covertly, they also have a major impact on certain practices among some Jewish-American communities, and thus this Comment explores the adverse consequences for both religious groups.

Ultimately, this Comment argues that anti-Sharia enactments that target one religion or religion in general violate the Free Exercise Clause. These enactments prohibit parties from voluntarily incorporating contract terms based on their religious beliefs even where courts would be able to enforce those terms without violating the Establishment Clause. Furthermore, anti-Sharia enactments that prohibit courts from enforcing contracts or arbitration decisions based on laws that do not provide the same rights guaranteed by the Constitution violate the Establishment Clause by requiring courts to pass judgment on matters of religious doctrine. However, religious communities that seek to govern their private transactions by religious laws can avoid the adverse effects of anti-Sharia enactments by employing more specific contract terms and increasing their reliance on religious arbitration panels. Courts can also avoid the constitutional problems created by anti-Sharia enactments by interpreting them narrowly so as to only prohibit courts from applying religious laws in a manner that violates the Establishment Clause.

Part I of this Comment provides a background to this topic by giving an introduction to Sharia law, surveying the different forms that anti-Sharia enactments have taken, and addressing the different contexts in which foreign and religious laws may be applicable in American courts. Part II ex-
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plains the Religion Clauses of the First Amendment. Part III analyzes the constitutionality of anti-Sharia enactments under the Religion Clauses. Part IV discusses why the limited consideration of religious matters within the framework of the “neutral principles of law” approach as applied to contracts incorporating religious principles does not offend the Establishment Clause. Finally, Part V proposes three solutions to the constitutional problems created by anti-Sharia enactments and discusses limitations on those solutions.

I. FOREIGN AND RELIGIOUS LAWS IN AMERICAN COURTS

This Part begins by providing a brief overview of Sharia. It then proceeds by discussing some of the goals and motivations of the anti-Sharia movement and surveying three broad categories of enactments that generally characterize the majority of anti-Sharia enactments. Finally, this Part provides a background on the application of foreign and religious laws in American courts.

A. What Is Sharia Law?

At the center of the debate over anti-Sharia enactments is the fear of Sharia law. But what largely remains a mystery to much of the public is what Sharia law really is. “[Sharia] is an Arabic word that means the Path to be followed.” It is the moral, religious, ethical, and legal system based on Islam’s two primary sources: the Holy Qu’ran, which Muslims believe to be the literal word of God, and the Sunnah, the teachings and practices of Prophet Muhammad. These primary sources are also supplemented by secondary sources: (1) a process of analogy to the primary sources similar to the common law (Qiyas); (2) rulings based on the consensus of Islamic scholars (Ijmaa’); and (3) independent reasoning by jurists in individual cases (Ijtihad).

Sharia is based on five principles known as the maqasid (literally, objectives) of Sharia: the preservation of religion, life, intellect, family lines,
and property rights. Based on these five objectives, Sharia has developed into one of the most comprehensive religious legal systems with intricate jurisprudences in nearly all areas of law, including family law, contracts, criminal law, financial transactions, and property rights.

Unlike the modern Western conception of the roles of law and religion, which emphasizes the separation of religion and state, there is no separation of mosque and state in Islam. Unlike Christianity, for example, which emphasizes orthodoxy over religious practice and where the clergy are considered religious ministers rather than legal scholars, Sharia views the law as an integral part of theology and places a heavy emphasis on religious practice, which naturally includes legal discourse.

Because of this interconnection, Islam has developed a complex body of law that governs both private and public affairs. To that end, Sharia “prescribes rules regarding worship (ibadat) and ‘civil transactions’ (mu’amalat).” Under the latter category, Sharia governs areas of law that would be considered secular areas of law in the West, including: (1) commercial transactions, such as contracts, property disputes, loans, and mortgages; (2) family matters, such as marriage, divorce, and child custody; and (3) criminal law.

In the United States, however, the import of Sharia law is not in criminal law; disputes involving the application of Sharia almost invariably involve contract disputes and family law cases where the parties incorporated tenants of Sharia into prenuptial or antenuptial agreements. One recent study of Sharia law in American courts found that out of the fifty studied cases, thirty-eight involved family law, five involved contracts, and two involved property disputes. In other words, Sharia law is only relevant in American courts in cases where the parties contracted into Sharia by incorporating elements of Sharia into their contractual agreements.

Parties may contract into Sharia law in a variety of cases. One of the most commonly litigated cases in the context of family law is the mahr contract, an antenuptial agreement requiring the Muslim groom to give a certain sum of money to the bride. Parties may also incorporate Sharia
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into contracts concerning property ownership. For example, Sharia recognizes two kinds of joint property—indivisible and divisible property.\(^{27}\) Where property is jointly owned and one cotenant seeks to sell his share, the other cotenant has a priority of right to buy that share through a right known as \emph{shuf’a} (i.e., preemption).\(^{28}\) Thus, Muslim cotenants may draft a \emph{shuf’a} contract that governs the disposition of their property in case of a sale or future severance of the jointly owned property.\(^{29}\) These examples illustrate how parties may contract into Sharia law, and disputes that subsequently arise may involve disputes over the enforceability and terms of those contracts and thus require courts to inquire into their religiously based terms.\(^{30}\)

Parties may also contract into other religious laws besides Sharia. Jewish law (Halacha), like Islamic law, governs a wide range of topics relegated in the West to secular courts, including family law, contracts, and private lawsuits.\(^{31}\) Like Islam, Judaism places a heavy emphasis on law as a central part of religion and rejects the strict separation of the religious and the secular.\(^{32}\) Consequently, Jewish Americans have established religious courts known as the \emph{beth din} to arbitrate religious disputes, and their arbitration decisions have generally been enforced in secular courts.\(^{33}\) Jewish Americans also rely on religious contracts to govern financial transactions regulated by Jewish law, such as the \emph{heter iska}, a contractual instrument used to avoid violating the ban on usury in Jewish law.\(^{34}\) Therefore, parties can contract into religious laws in a variety of ways, and inevitable contractual disputes bring these religious agreements into American courts.\(^{35}\)
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B. **State Enactments Prohibiting Judicial Consideration of Foreign and Religious Laws**

The fear of Sharia law and its importation into the United States is not new. However, the recent wave of anti-Sharia enactments is a novel phenomenon sparked by the increasingly vocal message of opponents of Sharia that it is “an existential threat to America.” In order to understand the increase in anti-Sharia enactments during the past two years, one must understand some of the goals and motivations of this movement. A number of factors have fueled this movement, including increasing fears of homegrown terrorism and a number of controversies over plans to build mosques that have met local opposition.

One man in particular has spearheaded the effort to ban courts from considering foreign, cultural, or religious laws, especially Sharia law—David Yerushalmi, an attorney who drafted much of the model legislation that became the rubric for anti-Sharia enactments. Yerushalmi’s stated goal is to raise awareness about the threat of Sharia to America, and to some extent, his message has become influential and gained traction among some politicians.

Anti-Sharia enactments are a natural byproduct of the growing climate of fear and distrust of American Muslims in the past years. Polls indicate that Islam is currently the most negatively viewed religion in the U.S., and more than 43% of Americans “admit to feeling at least ‘a little’ prejudice towards Muslims.” However, the impact of anti-Sharia enactments goes far beyond American Muslims and will likely directly affect Jewish Americans, Native Americans, and other religious minorities. Because of the importance of law in Judaism and Islam, Jews and Muslims will likely be
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the most directly affected religious minorities, and many Jewish groups have voiced their opposition to anti-Sharia enactments on that basis.\footnote{Ron Kampeas, \textit{Anti-Sharia Laws Stir Concerns that Halachah Could Be Next}, \textit{JEWISH WK.} (May 1, 2011), http://www.thejewishweek.com/news/national/anti_sharia_laws_stir_concerns_halachah_could_be_next.}

However, one cannot lump all anti-Sharia enactments into one pile. There are constitutionally significant differences in the wording of the various bills and constitutional amendments. One can broadly characterize these enactments into three categories: (1) enactments that explicitly target Sharia law; (2) blanket prohibitions on the consideration of any foreign, cultural, or religious laws; and (3) enactments that forbid courts from considering the legal precepts of any system that does not provide the same protections guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution and the constitutions of the respective states.\footnote{See Helfand, \textit{supra} note 34, at 162-63.} These distinctions are constitutionally significant and directly impact the central issue in this Comment—namely, whether these enactments violate the Religion Clauses of the First Amendment.

1. Enactments Explicitly Targeting Sharia (Category A)

The most controversial anti-Sharia enactments (Category A) specifically mention Sharia as a legal source that courts may not consider.\footnote{H.R.B. 2379, 49th Leg., 2d Reg. Sess. (Ariz. 2010) (referred to House Judiciary Committee); S.J. Res. 14, 50th Leg., 2d Sess. (N.M. 2012) ("The courts shall not consider or apply Sharia law.") (died); H.R.J. Res. 1056, 52d Leg., 2d Reg. Sess. (Okla. 2010); S.J. Res. 1387, 118th Sess. (S.C. 2010) (referred to Committee on Judiciary); H.R.J. Res. 0008, 61st Leg., Gen. Sess. (Wyo. 2011).} For example, Oklahoma’s “Save Our State Amendment” provides that “courts shall not look to the legal precepts of other nations or cultures. Specifically, the courts shall not consider international law or Sharia law.”\footnote{Okla. H.R.J. Res. 1056} Using almost identical language, a proposed bill in South Carolina prohibits courts from considering foreign or cultural laws, specifically stating that “courts shall not consider Sharia Law, international law, the constitutions, laws, rules, regulations, and decisions of courts or tribunals of other nations.”\footnote{S.C. S.J. Res. 1387.} Wyoming’s House Joint Resolution 0008 goes even further, stating that courts may not consider Sharia law or the decisions of other American states that “include Sharia law.”\footnote{Wyo. H.R.J. Res. 0008.} Similarly, a proposed bill in Arizona would prohibit the consideration of any “religious sectarian law” and would define this to include Sharia law, canon law, Halacha, and karma.\footnote{Ariz. H.R.B. 2379.} The bill
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also provides for the impeachment of any judge who considers any of these laws or any foreign or cultural law in any judicial decision. 50

2. Blanket Prohibitions on Consideration of Religious or Foreign Laws (Category B)

Other enactments (Category B) do not explicitly mention Sharia law but provide blanket prohibitions on the consideration of any foreign, cultural, or religious laws in any case. 51 For example, Texas’s House Joint Resolution 57 provides that courts “may not enforce, consider, or apply any religious or cultural law.” 52 South Dakota’s House Joint Resolution 1004 states that no “court may apply international law, the law of any foreign nation, or any foreign religious or moral code with the force of law in the adjudication of any case under its jurisdiction.” 53 Although the South Dakota Legislature unanimously voted to table this proposal in February, 2011, 54 it is nonetheless important to consider the constitutionality of similarly worded statutes.

3. Prohibitions on Consideration of Legal Systems that Do Not Provide the Same Protections as the U.S. or State Constitutions (Category C)

A third category of enactments (Category C) is more narrowly worded, prohibiting the consideration of foreign, cultural, and religious laws if those laws do not provide the same protections guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution or the state’s constitution. 55 Tennessee’s Senate Bill 3740 makes unenforceable any contract, court decision, administrative decision, or arbitration decision that incorporates any foreign or religious laws that would violate the rights and privileges guaranteed under the U.S. or Tennessee Con-
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stitution.\textsuperscript{56} Nebraska is also considering a bill that would similarly prohibit the consideration by any court of any foreign or religious laws as well as the enforcement of any contract or arbitration decision that incorporates any foreign or religious laws if such laws would violate rights guaranteed under the U.S. or Nebraska Constitution.\textsuperscript{57} That bill would specifically prohibit courts from enforcing contractual provisions that select such foreign or religious laws in a choice of law provision.\textsuperscript{58}

C. Application of Foreign or Religious Law in American Courts

The relevance of these anti-Sharia enactments hinges largely on the extent to which courts may consider religious or foreign laws in the first instance. With the increasing globalization of the world economy, courts are increasingly called upon to consider foreign and religious laws in disputes ranging from commercial transactions and the enforcement of money damages to divorce decrees and the validity of marriages.\textsuperscript{59}

Courts regularly enforce contractual choice of law provisions that designate foreign laws as the applicable law in case of a dispute.\textsuperscript{60} Perhaps one of the most important rationales for enforcing such provisions is that foreign corporations would otherwise be reluctant to trade with American corporations out of fear of unfavorable and, at times, hostile law.\textsuperscript{61} American courts have applied foreign laws in the contexts of maritime disputes,\textsuperscript{62} interpretation of contract terms,\textsuperscript{63} torts claims arising out of contractual obligations,\textsuperscript{64} and torts committed in foreign countries.\textsuperscript{65} When such disputes
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concerning the application of foreign law involve a country that incorporates aspects of Sharia law, such as Saudi Arabia or Pakistan, the issue of whether courts can consider religious laws becomes pertinent.

Not only have courts considered and applied foreign laws in a variety of cases, but they have also applied foreign laws in cases where such laws are based in part on religious law. For example, in *Saudi Basic Industries Corp. v. Mobil Yanbu Petrochemical Co.*, the appellate court affirmed the trial court’s application of Saudi Arabian law to a dispute between partners in a joint venture where the defendant’s counterclaim arose out of a contract entered by the parties in Saudi Arabia. The court considered the testimony of an expert on Saudi Arabian law, which is based largely on Sharia law, and concluded that the plaintiff’s release defense under the contract was invalid under Saudi Arabian law.

Needless to say, courts considering the application of foreign law must navigate the complexities of conflict of law rules that vary by jurisdiction. For example, in *Levine v. Arabian American Oil Co.*, the court faced difficult questions in determining whether to apply American or Saudi Arabian law to a tort claim that is cognizable in U.S. courts but not in Saudi Arabia. Because of the difficulty of that conflict of law question, the court refused to impose sanctions on the plaintiff’s attorneys after ruling that Saudi Arabian law governed the case and precluded the plaintiff from suing the defendant.

Courts also often consider foreign and religious laws in the context of family disputes. The Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction Act, which all fifty states and the District of Columbia have adopted with minor variations, provides for the enforcement of child custody orders issued by courts in foreign countries, provided that the issuing court had jurisdiction and the parties were provided reasonable notice and the opportunity to be heard. Parties may also call upon courts to consider religious laws in de-
terminating whether a valid marriage was formed.\textsuperscript{76} For example, if a wife living in New York seeks a divorce in a New York state court while her husband seeks an annulment in Egypt, claiming that there never was a valid marriage, New York courts applying New York conflict of law rules may have to consider and apply Egyptian family law—a system based largely on Sharia law.\textsuperscript{77}

Courts are also increasingly considering the enforceability of Islamic \textit{mahr} contracts—antenuptial agreements requiring the Muslim groom to give a certain sum of money to the bride.\textsuperscript{78} To be enforceable, \textit{mahr} agreements must conform to the applicable state rules governing antenuptial contracts.\textsuperscript{79} Common state law requirements include full disclosure by both parties of their financial status, representation by separate lawyers, and a written contract spelling out the terms of the antenuptial agreement.\textsuperscript{80} Applying general contract principles to \textit{mahr} agreements, some courts have allowed the introduction of parol evidence consisting of the testimony of Islamic scholars and the parties involved to determine the meaning of \textit{mahr} agreements where the meaning of the terms is in dispute.\textsuperscript{81}

Because the cases most directly affected by anti-Sharia enactments often involve parties that contracted into religious law, the most important area of controversy involving the consideration of religious law involves the admissibility of parol evidence—extrinsic evidence of the parties’ intent or the meaning of the terms\textsuperscript{82}—where a contract is unclear.\textsuperscript{83} Although the parol evidence rule varies by jurisdiction, it generally precludes parties from introducing extrinsic evidence to vary a fully integrated contract representing the full extent of the parties’ agreement.\textsuperscript{84} Therefore, where the parties have adopted a complete and exclusive statement of their agreement, neither party may use extrinsic evidence to vary or supplement the terms of the contract.\textsuperscript{85} However, where a contract is not fully integrated, extrinsic
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evidence is generally admissible to supplement and explain the writing.\footnote{86} Moreover, extrinsic evidence is generally admissible to explain ambiguities in the meaning of a written contract, even if it is fully integrated.\footnote{87} It is in this context that courts most often grapple with the issue of whether to consider testimony involving contracts incorporating religious laws.\footnote{88}

II. BETWEEN FREE EXERCISE AND ESTABLISHMENT

Before analyzing the constitutionality of anti-Sharia enactments, it is critical to first review the recent Supreme Court cases on the Religion Clauses. The First Amendment states that “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.”\footnote{89} The Religion Clauses of the First Amendment must be understood in conjunction with one another because their purposes and requirements are often in conflict.\footnote{90} One principle protected by the Religion Clauses is the separation of religion and state, which was succinctly articulated by Thomas Jefferson when he wrote that the Establishment Clause erects “‘a wall of separation between church and State.’”\footnote{91} Another central principle is that of equality between religions, described by the Supreme Court in \textit{Larson v. Valente}\footnote{92} as “[t]he clearest command of the Establishment Clause.” A third principle is protecting freedom of choice and prohibiting governmental coercion in religious matters.\footnote{94} But these principles are not always in harmony with one another. This Part provides a brief background on the Free Exercise Clause and the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment.

A. Free Exercise

To understand the application of the Free Exercise Clause to anti-Sharia enactments, it is helpful to trace the evolution of the Supreme Court’s Free Exercise doctrine over the years. This Section discusses the early interpretation of the Free Exercise Clause in the Supreme Court case
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of *Reynolds v. United States*, the creation of the neutrality test in *Employment Division v. Smith*, and the clarification of the neutrality principle in *Church of the Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. City of Hialeah*.

In *Reynolds*, the Supreme Court interpreted the Free Exercise Clause narrowly, holding that a generally applicable criminal law banning bigamy did not violate the free exercise rights of Mormons. To hold otherwise, the Court professed, would be “to permit every citizen to become a law unto himself.” Thus the Court essentially reinforced the protection of religious beliefs while restricting constitutional protections for religious conduct.

Nearly a century later, the Court in *Sherbert v. Verner* expanded free exercise protections by holding that the denial of unemployment benefits to an individual who was unemployed due to her observance of the Sabbath violated the Free Exercise Clause, notwithstanding the general applicability and facial neutrality of the law in question. This represented a drastic expansion of free exercise protection to cover not only religious belief but also religious conduct.

In *Employment Division v. Smith*, however, the Court reversed course and held that the Free Exercise Clause does not prohibit “neutral, generally applicable” laws that regulate religious conduct, and such laws need not pass strict scrutiny. This decision partially revived *Reynolds* and construed *Sherbert* as applicable only in cases where religious exemptions would be appropriate because the laws lend themselves to individualized assessment of the targeted conduct.

*Smith* was widely criticized for providing an inadequate framework for free exercise analysis and for going against the rationale of the Religion Clauses. In due course, the Court clarified its Free Exercise doctrine in *Church of Lukumi*, where it held that laws that are not facially neutral or are not generally applicable must meet strict scrutiny under the Free Exercise
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Clause—they must be necessary for a compelling state interest.107 The challenged city ordinance in *Church of Lukumi* prohibited the sacrificial killing of animals without specifically mentioning the Santeria religion anywhere in the text of the ordinance.108 Moreover, the ordinance made no explicit reference to religion in general.109

Nonetheless, the Court held that facial neutrality is not dispositive of the Free Exercise Clause challenge brought by the Santeria Church of the Lukumi, because “[o]fficial action that targets religious conduct for distinctive treatment cannot be shielded by mere compliance with the requirement of facial neutrality.”110 In determining whether the ordinance violated the Free Exercise Clause, therefore, a plurality of the Court inquired into the object of the ordinance as well as its consequences.111 The object, the Court found, was “to target petitioners and their religious practices.”112 The consequence of the ordinance was an adverse effect almost exclusively on practitioners of the Santeria religion; the ordinance even explicitly exempted kosher animal slaughter from its operation.113 This, the Court concluded, was a form of “religious gerrymander[ing]” that violated the free exercise rights of members of the Santeria religion.114

B. *The Establishment Clause*

In analyzing government actions that may run afoul of the Free Exercise Clause, it is important to consider the other side of the coin in the Religion Clauses—the Establishment Clause. This is especially important when analyzing laws, such as anti-Sharia enactments, that appear to target religious practices because government action that is intended to satisfy the Free Exercise Clause may violate the Establishment Clause, and vice versa.115 Supreme Court justices and legal scholars have advocated numerous approaches to analyzing government action under the Establishment Clause, including the *Lemon* test,116 neutrality between religions,117 neutrali-
ty between religion and nonreligion, and the endorsement-disapproval test advanced by Justice O’Connor. This Section briefly discusses the Lemon test, which is the leading Establishment Clause test, and its application in the context of the “neutral principles of law” doctrine that is pertinent to religious disputes adjudicated in civil courts.

In Lemon v. Kurtzman, the Court established a three-part test for determining whether government action violates the Establishment Clause.

First, government action must have a secular purpose.

Second, its primary effect must neither advance nor inhibit religion.

Finally, it must not create excessive entanglement between government and religion.

Because courts must avoid excessive entanglement with religion, complications necessarily arise where a case involves both religious and secular disputes. When discussing legislation that prohibits courts from considering religious laws, an important question arises: when, if ever, may courts consider religious matters without violating the Establishment Clause? This question was answered by the Supreme Court in Jones v. Wolf, where the Court approved of the “neutral principles of law” approach to the adjudication of disputes involving religious and secular matters. In Jones, members of a divided church called upon a Georgia court to adjudicate a church property dispute. The Georgia court used “neutral principles of law” to adjudicate the dispute, an approach that limits courts to considering general principles of law without delving into religious doctrine.

Affirming the approach adopted by Georgia, the Court held that the “neutral principles of law” approach is consistent with the Establishment
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While the Establishment Clause prohibits courts from passing judgment on religious controversies in resolving disputes among church members, it does not prohibit courts from applying objective, well-established legal concepts, such as the principles of property or contract law, to disputes within religious institutions. Based on the neutral principles of law approach, churches and other religious institutions can rely on general principles of law to carefully construct charters, trusts, and contracts to ensure that secular courts can adjudicate disputes that arise without violating the Establishment Clause.

However, the Court in Jones acknowledged the difficulties that the neutral principles of law approach raises, and it delineated what courts may and may not consider in adjudicating disputes involving both doctrinal and nondoctrinal issues. While courts may consider religious materials, such as church constitutions or contracts drawing on religious doctrines, in adjudicating property disputes, they may only consider such materials in purely secular terms without delving into conflicting religious doctrine. Thus, courts would be limited to considering, for example, whether parties to a contract based on religious principles consented, whether the contract violates public policy, and the meaning of contractual provisions.

III. ANTI-SHARIA ENACTMENTS AND THE RELIGION CLAUSES

As alluded to earlier, the seemingly slight differences between the various forms that anti-Sharia enactments have taken is constitutionally significant. In light of the Smith and Church of Lukumi decisions, whether legislation is facially neutral is a significant starting point under the Free Exercise Clause. But facial neutrality is not dispositive of free exercise challenges to government action; the objectives and consequences of the challenged government action must be considered as well. This Part first analyzes whether anti-Sharia enactments implicate the Free Exercise Clause at all, and then it analyzes the three main categories of anti-Sharia enactments separately to highlight the constitutional significance of the different forms they have taken and the different constitutional problems each category raises.
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A. Anti-Sharia Enactments and Restrictions on Religious Conduct

Before delving into the analysis of the different anti-Sharia enactments under the Religion Clauses, a preliminary question is in order. What, if any, religious conduct is restricted or regulated by anti-Sharia enactments? After all, both *Smith* and *Church of Lukumi* involved government regulation of religious practices—the use of peyote in *Smith* and animal sacrifice in *Church of Lukumi*. Furthermore, the texts of anti-Sharia enactments appear to regulate the conduct of courts rather than private, religious practices.

All of that may be true, but by prohibiting courts from considering religious law, anti-Sharia enactments necessarily restrict the religious practices of Muslims, Jews, and other religious communities that emphasize the connection between religion and law. As discussed above, Sharia is a broad umbrella that governs nearly every area of law, including private and public affairs, financial transactions, family law, contracts, and property disputes. In the U.S., the religious practice that anti-Sharia enactments restrict is the ability to enforce religiously based contracts and arbitration decisions where the parties to such contracts and arbitrations voluntarily consented to be bound by their terms. A few examples of religiously based contracts suffice to explicate this point.

A Muslim business drafting an *istisna’* contract—a Sharia-compliant contract whereby goods are customarily manufactured by the seller after prepayment by the buyer—may seek court enforcement if a dispute arises. Under an *istisna’* contract, the seller-manufacturer is not personally liable for any defect in the product, but the buyer has a remedy for the seller’s breach of his duty to provide conforming goods—namely, damages set out in a liquidated damages clause that is enforceable so long as it is not punitive. Under contract law in most states, a court would enforce such a commercial contract. Suppose, however, that while the terms of the contract are not clearly drafted, the parties’ intent to form an *istisna’* contract is clear. In such a case, courts would generally allow the introduction of parol evidence.
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evidence—extrinsic evidence of the parties’ intent and the meaning of the contract terms—to supplement the written contract. In this case, the parol evidence would consist of expert testimony on *istikna’* contracts—testimony that necessarily involves aspects of Sharia.

In the area of family law, Muslim newlyweds typically enter *mahr* agreements whereby the groom either immediately pays an agreed sum of money to the bride or immediately pays a portion of the agreed sum and defers the rest of the payment. Where a portion of the *mahr* is deferred, a couple seeking a divorce may dispute the contents and enforceability of the *mahr* agreement. If, as in the above example, the *mahr* agreement otherwise conforms to the state’s antenuptial contract rules, it would generally be enforceable. However, to interpret the disputed *mahr* and determine its enforceability, judges often have to consider testimony about *mahr*—a marriage obligation rooted in Sharia law.

In *Rahman v. Hossain*, for example, a Muslim husband sought the return of a $12,500 *mahr* upon divorce, claiming that his wife was at fault in the divorce. Relying on the testimony of an expert in Sharia law, the court interpreted the *mahr* agreement to require the return of the *mahr* if the wife was at fault in the divorce, and because the wife refused to maintain her personal hygiene, left the state unilaterally, and refused to engage in marital relations, the court held that she was at fault and ordered her to return the *mahr*.

In *Rahman*, the court did what it would have done in any other dispute over a contract with unclear terms or where the intent of the parties is disputed—it considered parol evidence regarding the meaning of the contract and the intent of the parties. Similarly, a Muslim man and woman may call upon a court to determine whether they formed a valid marriage, and in the absence of a civil marriage, courts may have to consider the testimony of clergymen to determine whether a marriage was valid.
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The examples can go on, and the above illustrations merely provide a window into a vast world of private transactions based on religious law that anti-Sharia enactments directly impact. While the above examples drew on disputes involving Sharia law, there are many other examples of courts being called upon to adjudicate disputes arising under other religious laws, such as Halacha. This highlights the potentially far-reaching implications of anti-Sharia enactments—not only for American Muslims—but for other religious minorities as well, and it illustrates the significant impact that anti-Sharia enactments may have on private religious conduct in the area of contract law.

Certain religious communities view religion as a source of both faith and law. Such communities often seek legal enforcement of contracts based on religious law and engage in alternative dispute resolution using religious arbitration courts. However, when disputes arise over a religious contract or an arbitration decision, courts must first understand the disputes before determining whether they have jurisdiction to resolve the disputes, and if so, how to resolve them. For example, the institution of mahr is more complicated than a simple contract regarding the transfer of money from the groom to the bride or the deferral of a portion of that sum. Rather, it is part of a broader scheme based on Sharia law regarding marriage, divorce, and property rights.

Under Islamic marriage laws, there is no analogy to the common law concept of coverture, and a Muslim wife does not lose her legal identity upon marriage or forfeit any rights to her property. Furthermore, there is no concept of marital property in Islam, and upon divorce, each individual takes his or her individual property. With these added intricacies in mind, it becomes apparent why judges considering the enforceability and the terms of mahr agreements will almost invariably need to rely on the expert testimony of scholars or experts in Sharia law to understand such agreements before deciding whether to enforce a particular mahr agreement.

It is also important to note that religious contracts that find their way into state courts directly implicate the religious practices of the parties to the disputes. As the above discussion of the applicability of Sharia law in
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U.S. courts illustrates, Sharia law is an essential part of a Muslim’s religious and moral philosophy. Because law is deeply woven into Islamic religious texts and in the religious practices of Muslims, much conduct that finds its way into courts as a result of disputes between Muslims is a form of religious practice.

For example, Muslim newlyweds entering mahr agreements are essentially creating a contract, but they are also engaging in a religious practice that Islam requires for a marriage to be valid. In other words, just like a devout Catholic’s religious doctrine requires him to attend mass and observe Lent, a Muslim groom is required to pay the mahr to form a valid marriage. Likewise, two Muslim businessmen entering a contract for an interest-free long-term sale are fulfilling a religious obligation to refrain from engaging in usury. Similarly, Jewish businessmen entering heter iska contracts are engaging in religious conduct. Jewish law prohibits Jews from charging interest to fellow Jews, and rabbis created the heter iska to structure business agreements so as to avoid violating the ban on usury. In short, whether a case involves a mahr, an istisna’ contract, a will, a shuf’a agreement, or a heter iska (to name a few examples), it involves religious conduct.

The above discussion indicates that enactments that bar courts from considering any religious material in any case implicate the free exercise rights of those religious communities that emphasize the interconnectedness of religion and law. Thus, while these enactments may implicate other legal or constitutional rights and run afoul of constitutional provisions such as the Contract Clause and the Supremacy Clause, they also restrict reli-
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gious conduct that at times is not merely recommended but in fact required by religious doctrine. Because of those implications for religious practices, an analysis of anti-Sharia enactments that focuses solely on freedom of contract, for example, is insufficient. Moreover, because most anti-Sharia enactments explicitly target religion rather than certain classes of contracts, the Free Exercise Clause analysis of *Church of Lukumi* is highly relevant. The following Sections discuss the impact of the three main categories of anti-Sharia enactments on the free exercise of religion.

### B. Category A Enactments and Neutrality Between Religions

Category A enactments explicitly prohibit courts from considering Sharia law. Oklahoma’s “Save Our State Amendment,” for example, forbids courts from considering the legal precepts of other countries or religions and says, “[s]pecifically, the courts shall not consider international law or Sharia law.” Unlike other categories of anti-Sharia enactments, which target religious laws in general or seek to reinforce the supremacy of the Constitution over foreign and religious laws, Category A enactments specifically exclude Sharia law from courts. Whether these enactments violate the Free Exercise Clause depends on whether they are neutral and generally applicable, and if they are not, whether they are necessary for a compelling state interest.

With Category A enactments, the texts of the enactments are dispositive of the neutrality inquiry. The Free Exercise Clause prohibits government action that restricts or regulates religious conduct because of its religious motivations in the absence of a compelling state interest. The difficulty often faced by courts is determining whether a law targets religious practices because of its religious nature or merely to serve a broader, legitimate government interest. However, with Category A enactments, this
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problem is nonexistent. These enactments explicitly single out Sharia law for different treatment and make explicit what is implicit in other anti-Sharia enactments—namely, that Sharia law is the target of the legislation. The Supreme Court has consistently held that the Free Exercise Clause prohibits the official disapproval of a particular religion. Moreover, the Court has stated that “the minimum requirement of neutrality is that a law not discriminate on its face.”

In Smith, the Court abandoned the compelling interest test for neutral, generally applicable laws that restrict religious conduct, asserting “that an individual’s religious beliefs [do not] excuse him from compliance with an otherwise valid law prohibiting conduct that the State is free to regulate.” The Smith decision limited free exercise protections but still maintained the view “that neither criminal punishment nor civil disabilities can be inflicted on religious minorities identified by name, doctrine, or ritual.” This led to widespread criticism of Smith by legal scholars, many of whom argued that, as Professor Douglas Laycock put it, “the obvious forms of persecution are not the ones a contemporary American majority is likely to use.” But in the case of Category A enactments, majorities in multiple states did precisely that, and by using an obvious form of targeting one religion, they went beyond the ordinance overturned in Church of Lukumi. In Church of Lukumi, where the Court held that while nothing in the ordinance actually mentioned the Santeria religion, the purpose and effect of the ordinance was to target Santeria, and thus the Court nonetheless held that the ordinance violated the Free Exercise Clause by targeting Santeria indirectly.

Because they overtly disapprove of a particular religion and fail the minimum requirement of facial neutrality, Category A enactments must meet strict scrutiny to pass constitutional muster under the Free Exercise Clause. “Strict scrutiny” is the highest level of constitutional review, requiring the government to show that its actions are necessary for a compel-
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ling governmental interest. In applying the compelling interest test to laws restricting religious conduct, the Court has stated “that only those interests of the highest order and those not otherwise served can overbalance legitimate claims to the free exercise of religion.”

The government interest advanced by proponents of Category A enactments is the protection of constitutional rights from the encroachment of religious laws on the U.S. Constitution and state laws. A recent New Jersey court’s misunderstanding of the law of criminal intent further compounded this fear of foreign and religious laws creeping into U.S. courts. In S.D. v. M.J.R., a New Jersey judge refused to issue a restraining order against a man accused of sexually assaulting his wife on the grounds that the man could not have formed the requisite criminal intent; the man believed that his religion allowed him to have nonconsensual sex with his wife. Reversing the trial court, the appellate court held that the sexual assault statute does not specify a required state of mind, and therefore, evidence that the man acted knowingly was sufficient under the statute. The issue in that case, however, was a trial judge’s misunderstanding of a state criminal statute rather than the application or even consideration of Sharia law, and it is atypical of the cases most directly affected by anti-Sharia enactments—cases where parties voluntarily contracted into religious law.

The state interest advanced by Category A enactments addresses legitimate concerns regarding the importation of foreign or religious laws. A growing movement of legal scholars advocates the internationalization of certain areas of the law, leading many legislators to lose confidence that American courts will always uphold the U.S. Constitution. Proponents of anti-Sharia enactments also argue that there is an inherent clash between American values and Sharia law and fear that courts will one day turn to
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Sharia law for guidance. Thus, one could form a legitimate argument that anti-Sharia enactments will ensure that U.S. courts will not, for example, look to Saudi Arabian or other religious or foreign laws in determining criminal punishments, applying family law, or probating wills.

However, a legitimate argument is not sufficient to meet the compelling state interest test. Because of the infringement on religious practices and the use of language that lacks facial neutrality, the government interest must be “of sufficient magnitude to override the interest claiming protection under the Free Exercise Clause.” This determination requires balancing the interests advanced by the government against the individual’s interest in freely exercising his or her religion. Under these enactments, the court in Rahman would likely have been unable to grant the husband any relief because it could not interpret the secular terms of the contract without reference to extrinsic evidence rooted in Sharia law. If the court cannot consider any testimony regarding the parties’ intent or the meaning of the contract terms because such testimony would require the court to consider matters that fall under the broad umbrella of Sharia law, Muslim litigants would have no recourse in many disputes. This would render many religiously based contracts unenforceable where parol evidence is needed to clarify the terms of a contract and would thereby place a substantial burden on the religious practices of Muslims, Jews, and other religious groups.

In addition, anti-Sharia enactments are not necessary for achieving the goals of preventing Sharia law and other religious laws from overriding the U.S. Constitution and state laws. The Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution ensures the supremacy of U.S. law and the federal Constitution. What’s more, the Establishment Clause prohibits courts from applying religious law in any dispute in both state and federal courts, including in the examples cited above where religious contracts are in dispute. For exam-
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ple, in Rahman, if the court had been faced with an issue involving conflicting religious doctrine and a battle of the experts between Islamic scholars with differing views on a mahr rather than a simple dispute over the meaning of a contract term, the Establishment Clause would prohibit the court from passing judgment on matters of conflicting religious doctrine.213 However, using neutral principles of law, such as the parol evidence rule and the state’s contract rules, the court in Rahman was able to adjudicate the dispute without delving into religious doctrine in violation of the Establishment Clause.214

Finally, it is important to note that Sharia law and religious law in general is only relevant in a tiny fraction of cases involving private disputes where the parties freely and voluntarily consented to be governed by principles of religious law.215 The main concern of proponents of anti-Sharia enactments is, as one politician put it, that “Muslims . . . will keep growing in numbers and override our system of law and impose Sharia law.”216 But the reality is that Sharia law is only as relevant to a case as the parties to a contract make it—they must contract into Sharia (or any other religious law) for it to have any import in a case.217

A study conducted by the Center for Security Policy on Sharia law in U.S. courts analyzed fifty cases where Sharia was, according to the study, relevant in one way or another.218 The study’s findings indicate that the overwhelming majority of those cases involved private disputes over contracts, property, and family cases where parties incorporated elements of Sharia into antenuptial agreements.219 The study classified three cases under “Shariah doctrine,” including a case of a Muslim inmate suing to remove restrictions on his religious practices, an arbitration enforcement dispute, and a criminal case where an individual sought to reduce a murder charge to a manslaughter charge based on his rage towards his wife, which he attributed to his traditional upbringing in India.220 The latter three cases notably did not actually consider or apply Sharia law.221

In short, cases where courts consider Sharia law within the parameters of the doctrine of neutral principles of law are cases where both parties vol-
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untarily consented to be governed by such principles; courts must still inquire into the validity of the consent given as they would in any other contract dispute.222 Therefore, anti-Sharia enactments are not necessary to serve the interest of preventing religious laws from “creeping” into American courts.

C. Category B Enactments and Neutrality Between Religion and Nonreligion

While Category A legislation distinguishes among religions and targets Islamic law explicitly, Category B enactments appear neutral on their face.223 Without mentioning Sharia, these enactments prohibit the consideration of any religious laws.224 Although these enactments do not target one religion explicitly, they target religion in general.225 Wills and contracts with references to religious beliefs, although otherwise enforceable, would become unenforceable in state courts, regardless of the religion of the parties involved.226

Read in conjunction, “the [R]eligion [C]lause[s] require government to minimize the extent to which it either encourages or discourages religious belief or disbelief, practice or nonpractice, observance or nonobservance.”227 Smith and Church of Lukumi, therefore, require “that religious conduct be treated no worse than analogous secular behavior.”228 Thus a law that would make a secular contract enforceable and render unenforceable an analogous contract based on religious principles that is otherwise enforceable—even where courts avoid religious doctrine and apply neutral principles of law—would run afoul of the Court’s admonition in Smith “that a State would be ‘prohibiting the free exercise [of religion]’ if it sought to ban . . . acts or abstentions only when they are engaged in for religious reasons, or only because of the religious belief that they display.”229

Moreover, despite their facial neutrality, the legislative intent behind Category B enactments must also be considered in determining whether they in fact target a specific religion. The Supreme Court has consistently
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held that the Free Exercise Clause prohibits the official disapproval of a particular religion,\(^\text{230}\) and the question becomes whether a specific law in fact disapproves of religion or is a neutral and generally applicable law. Scholars have advocated two interpretations of this neutrality principle.\(^\text{231}\) Under the “formal neutrality” approach, the Religion Clauses prohibit official classifications based on religion and require facial neutrality, a concept similar to the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.\(^\text{232}\) Courts have roundly rejected this approach,\(^\text{233}\) and the plurality in *Church of Lukumi* explicitly refused to limit its neutrality inquiry to the facial neutrality of the challenged law and inquired further into the objects and consequences of the law.\(^\text{234}\)

The legislative intent behind Category B legislation as expressed by its proponents and drafters—namely, the exclusion of Sharia law—inform[s] the neutrality inquiry under *Church of Lukumi*.\(^\text{235}\) After the district judge in *Awad v. Ziriax*\(^\text{236}\) granted the plaintiff’s preliminary injunction barring the enforcement of the “Save Our State Amendment,”\(^\text{237}\) a Category A enactment, legislators in other states took their cues and began removing explicit references to Sharia.\(^\text{238}\) Nonetheless, the debate surrounding Category B enactments indicates that these enactments are also aimed at Sharia law specifically, notwithstanding the facial neutrality of the proposals.

Representative Leo Berman of Texas, who proposed an amendment to Texas’s constitution that would prohibit courts from considering any religious law, said, “[w]e want to make sure our courts are not [referring to international courts and laws of other countries], especially in regard to cultural laws. If that includes [S]hari’a law, then so be it.”\(^\text{239}\) Likewise, Representative Phil Jensen of South Dakota, one of the proponents of South Dakota’s House Joint Resolution 1004, said in support of H.J.R. 1004, “[i]n
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the Western world . . . Muslim men are starting to demand Sharia law so the wife cannot obtain a divorce. . . . It is alarming how many of our sisters and daughters who attend American universities are now marrying Muslim men.”

That resolution has since been tabled by the legislature after Rep. Jensen announced that “[i]t was discovered by our judiciary [committee] that we already have in our code protections that should cover the concerns addressed.”

These statements by Rep. Berman and Rep. Jensen and the surrounding debate indicate that Category B enactments target Islam like Category A enactments, and under *Church of Lukumi*, the absence of explicit references to a particular religion is not dispositive of the neutrality inquiry. Therefore, although Category B enactments appear to prefer non-religion over religion in general, the legislative history behind these enactments indicates that they have the same goals as Category A enactments.

Moreover, the effects of Category B enactments indicate that they are not neutral and generally applicable. In *Church of Lukumi*, the Court considered in its free exercise analysis the fact that the only community affected by the ordinance against animal sacrifice was the Santeria community and stated that, “[a]part from the text, the effect of a law in its real operation is strong evidence of its object.” Because of the heavy emphasis placed on law in Islam and Judaism and because the vast majority of litigated cases entailing religious law involve Muslims and Jews, those two groups will likely feel the brunt of such legislation. Moreover, the broad wording used in Category B enactments to avoid the facial neutrality problem created by Category A legislation raises other constitutional problems beyond violating the Free Exercise Clause, but those issues are not addressed in this Comment.

Because Category B enactments are not neutral, courts should analyze their constitutionality under strict scrutiny. These
enactments raise the same problems as Category A and similarly fail a strict scrutiny analysis.

D. Category C Enactments and the Establishment Clause

Category C enactments, which prohibit the consideration of laws that would not provide the same protections guaranteed by the Constitution, raise a different kind of constitutional problem. For example, Tennessee’s proposed bill, states that

[a]ny court, arbitration panel, tribunal, or administrative agency ruling or decision that is based in whole or in part on any substantive or procedural law, legal code or legal system of another state, foreign jurisdiction or foreign country that would violate rights and privileges granted under the United States or Tennessee Constitution is declared to be against the public policy of this [state] and is unenforceable in this state.

Unlike Category A and Category B enactments, Category C enactments do not refer to religious laws specifically. Rather, these enactments target all legal systems that do not provide the same rights and privileges granted under the U.S. Constitution or the constitution of the state.

In so far as these enactments prohibit courts from basing their decisions on foreign legal systems that do not provide the same protections guaranteed under the U.S. Constitution, these enactments are superfluous. If, for example, a court were to rely on a foreign country’s laws to allow the detention of a suspect without a judicial determination of probable cause beyond the forty-eight hour limit established by the Supreme Court, it would clearly violate the suspect’s Fourth Amendment rights. Likewise, a court would violate the Equal Protection Clause if it treated the testimony of a woman differently from the testimony of a man without showing that such action was substantially related to the achievement of an important government interest. In other words, if Category C enactments merely reiterate the fact that courts may not violate the protections guaranteed under the U.S. Constitution or the constitutions of the respective states, they add nothing to existing constitutional protections.
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However, Category C enactments go beyond that and forbid courts from enforcing arbitration decisions that are based in whole or in part on laws that do not provide the same protections as the U.S. Constitution.\textsuperscript{253} As such, in the context of religious arbitration, courts would have to inquire into matters of religious law and resolve disputed religious doctrines in order to determine whether a set of laws considered by a religious arbitration panel provides the same protections as the Constitution. Category C enactments would require courts to study religious doctrine and pass judgment on what protections are or are not afforded under a religious legal system. This would violate the Establishment Clause and deviate from the neutral principles of law approach to resolving intrareligious disputes.\textsuperscript{254} Unlike in the cases discussed above, where courts consider parol evidence regarding the meaning of a contract term without passing judgment on the merits of the underlying religious beliefs and without resolving doctrinal conflicts,\textsuperscript{255} Category C enactments would require courts to pass judgment on the merits of religious laws to determine whether they provide the same substantive rights as the U.S. Constitution.

When parties voluntarily agree to arbitrate a dispute before a religious tribunal, the decisions of the tribunal are generally enforceable in civil courts, regardless of the secular or religious basis for the arbitration decision.\textsuperscript{256} This is so even though religious arbitration panels do not always provide parties with the same procedural or substantive rights guaranteed by the Constitution.\textsuperscript{257} Under Jewish law, for example, only male rabbis may preside over a \textit{beth din}, a rabbinical court often resorted to by Jewish Americans for arbitration.\textsuperscript{258} Jewish law also holds that the power of divorce rests entirely in the hands of the husband.\textsuperscript{259} Under Jewish law, “[w]hen a man takes a wife and possesses her, if she fails to please him because he finds something obnoxious about her, then he writes her a bill of divorce, hands it to her, and sends her away from his house.”\textsuperscript{260} On the other hand, a wife does not have that same right regarding her husband.\textsuperscript{261}
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Under Sharia law, a husband has the unilateral right to divorce his wife subject to three limitations. First, he may not take back the mahr already paid to his wife and must immediately pay the remaining amount of any deferred mahr. Second, he must pay nafaqat al-'idda—a temporary alimony for a period of three months. Third, he is obligated to pay nafaqat al-mut'a, which is a mandatory payment beyond the mahr due upon divorce. A Muslim woman seeking a divorce, on the other hand, has two options. First, she can seek a tafriq, which is a divorce for cause, such as abuse, cruelty, neglect, or abandonment. If she is granted a tafriq, she retains her right to the entire mahr, as well as nafaqat al-mut'a and nafaqat al-'idda, and she does not need the consent of her husband to the divorce. Second, she can seek a khul', which is based on mutual consent without any requirement of showing cause for the divorce and is often accompanied by a relinquishment of the deferred mahr and repayment of any mahr already paid.

Under both Jewish and Sharia law, therefore, there is a certain degree of departure from the protections guaranteed under the Constitution. Nonetheless, this deviation is allowed where the parties freely consented to religious arbitration, and courts have upheld the results of arbitrations to rabbinical and Islamic tribunals despite their obvious differences with the laws of the various states. Under Category C enactments, however, courts would have to inquire into issues such as whether Jewish or Sharia law provides the same protections as the Constitution as a prerequisite to the enforceability of otherwise enforceable arbitration decisions. Such an inquiry necessitates improper and excessive entanglement with religion in violation of the Establishment Clause.

The Supreme Court has held that:
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The First and Fourteenth Amendments permit hierarchical religious organizations to establish their own rules and regulations for internal discipline and government, and to create tribunals for adjudicating disputes over these matters. When this choice is exercised and ecclesiastical tribunals are created to decide disputes over the government and direction of subordinate bodies, the Constitution requires that civil courts accept their decisions as binding upon them.273

In other words, when religious organizations internally adjudicate disputes on the basis of religious law or disputes involving their internal governance, civil courts may neither inquire into the underlying rationales of their decisions nor pass judgment on their compliance with constitutional guarantees. Instead, courts must "accept their decisions as binding upon them."274 A statute that would require courts to determine whether Sharia or Halacha complies with the U.S. Constitution as a prerequisite to enforcement of a religious arbitration decision would violate that principle.

Moreover, Category C enactments violate the Free Exercise Clause by effectively prohibiting Jews, Muslims, and other religious individuals from resorting to religious arbitration.275 While these enactments do not explicitly prohibit the resort to religious arbitration, they render the decisions of such arbitrations unenforceable where a court finds that the laws considered in the arbitration do not grant the parties the same rights as the U.S. Constitution.276 As discussed above, there are significant differences between rights granted to individuals under Jewish law and those granted under the U.S. Constitution and the laws of most states.277 However, Jewish law forbids Jews from resorting to secular courts to adjudicate disputes among themselves, and Jews who do so are considered to have desecrated God’s name and undermined the authority of *beth din* courts.278 As such, for many religious Jewish Americans, the ability to arbitrate disputes before a *beth din* and then seek court enforcement of arbitration decisions is an important part of their religious practices.279 Category C enactments would limit that practice by making rabbinical judgments unenforceable in state courts and would limit their enforceability to self-enforcement by the parties to a dispute.
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IV. ANTI-SHARIA ENACTMENTS AND THE ESTABLISHMENT CLAUSE

The strongest counterargument to free exercise challenges to anti-Sharia enactments is that these enactments simply enforce the requirements of the Establishment Clause by prohibiting the application of religious law.\textsuperscript{280} Under \textit{Lemon}, courts cannot, consistent with the Establishment Clause, engage in excessive entanglement with religion.\textsuperscript{281} Therefore, one can argue that anti-Sharia enactments that prohibit the consideration of religious laws merely reiterate what the Establishment Clause already mandates.

However, the “neutral principles of law” approach, as delineated by the Court in \textit{Jones v. Wolf}, establishes a constitutionally proper method of adjudicating disputes involving religious issues.\textsuperscript{282} Under this approach, courts may apply secular law to religious contract disputes without delving into matters of conflicting religious doctrine and thus avoid violating the Establishment Clause.\textsuperscript{283} On this basis, courts have properly enforced contracts and arbitration agreements requiring arbitration before religious courts\textsuperscript{284} and considered the testimony of experts regarding the meaning of contract terms based on religious law.\textsuperscript{285}

In applying the neutral principles of law doctrine, some courts have mechanically refused to adjudicate disputes involving religious agreements for fear of violating the Establishment Clause.\textsuperscript{286} This refusal to sift through complex cases to determine where secular matters end and religious doctrine begins can exact a heavy cost on religious individuals who may be left without legal recourse as a result of this hypersensitivity in dealing with religious disputes.\textsuperscript{287} In \textit{Aflalo v. Aflalo},\textsuperscript{288} for example, a Jewish wife asked a court to direct her husband to provide her with a \textit{get}, a Jewish divorce without which she cannot remarry under Jewish law, pursuant to the par-
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ties’ premarital agreement. The court acknowledged that Jewish law “does not profess gender equality” but held, nonetheless, that it lacks the authority to require the husband to consent to the get. Without hearing expert testimony to determine whether a get is a religious or a civil matter, the court dismissed the wife’s claims.

That approach ignores the fact that courts may apply neutral principles of law to enforce religiously based contract terms where the parties do not dispute the meaning of the religious terms as well as the secular terms of religiously based contracts. In fact, many courts have properly applied neutral principles of law to disputes over the terms of religious contracts within the confines of the Establishment Clause. In an early case on the enforceability of a Ketubah, a Jewish marriage document, the court distinguished the secular terms of the contract pertaining to property ownership from those provisions referring to the laws of Moses, holding that the court may enforce the secular terms without violating the Establishment Clause. Similarly, in Minkin v. Minkin, the court considered the testimony of several rabbis who testified that a get is a civil rather than a religious aspect of Jewish law and held that directing the husband to obtain a get does not offend the Establishment Clause but merely directs him to comply with his contractual obligations to his wife.

Likewise, in Odatalla v. Odatalla, the court enforced the secular terms of a mahr contract that did not require the court to consider matters of conflicting religious doctrine. In S.B. v. W.A., a case involving the enforcement of a divorce decree and mahr judgment entered by a court in the United Arab Emirates in favor of the plaintiff wife, the court enforced the foreign judgments, notwithstanding the fact that U.A.E. law is primarily based on Sharia law. Rejecting the argument that enforcement of the mahr judgment would violate principles of separation of church and state, the court explained that “agreements predicated upon religious doctrine and
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customs [may] be enforced in civil courts, as long as enforcement does not violate either the law or the public policy of the state.\textsuperscript{303}

In \textit{Akileh v. Elchahal},\textsuperscript{304} the court held that a \textit{sadaq} (i.e., \textit{mahr}) contract is enforceable so long as it complies with the state’s contract law.\textsuperscript{305} There, the wife testified that a \textit{sadaq} is similar to the concept of dowry and may only be waived by the wife.\textsuperscript{306} Finding that marriage was sufficient consideration under Florida law, the court enforced the parties’ antenuptial agreement and awarded the wife the full amount of \textit{sadaq} provided in the contract.\textsuperscript{307} Applying similar reasoning, the court in \textit{Afghahi v. Ghafoorian}\textsuperscript{308} allowed the wife to testify about the amount of \textit{mahr} her husband owed her pursuant to their marriage contract and affirmed the award of the \textit{mahr} to the wife.\textsuperscript{309}

In the landmark New York case of \textit{Avitzur v. Avitzur},\textsuperscript{310} the parties were married according to Jewish law, and their \textit{Ketubah} required them to appear before a \textit{beth din} in case of any family dispute.\textsuperscript{311} When the husband was granted a civil divorce on grounds of cruelty, the wife sought specific performance of the \textit{Ketubah} contract so that she could obtain a \textit{get} from the \textit{beth din}, a prerequisite to remarriage under Jewish law.\textsuperscript{312} Rejecting the husband’s Establishment Clause arguments, the court ordered the husband to appear before the \textit{beth din} pursuant to his contractual obligation, holding “that the obligations undertaken by the parties to the \textit{Ketubah} are grounded in religious belief and practice does not preclude enforcement of its secular terms.”\textsuperscript{313} In short, courts may—consistent with the Establishment Clause—enforce the secular terms of religiously motivated contracts as well as the religious terms of contracts where parties do not dispute the meaning of those terms.

Under most anti-Sharia enactments, however, the plaintiffs in all of the above cases would likely have no legal recourse, despite the fact that courts could adjudicate their disputes without violating the Establishment Clause. In other words, anti-Sharia enactments go beyond the scope of what is required under the Establishment Clause and restrict religious practices in violation of the Free Exercise Clause.
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V. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

Courts faced with challenges to anti-Sharia enactments should strike Category A and B enactments as violations of the Free Exercise Clause, and courts should strike Category C enactments as violations of the Establishment Clause that necessitate improper entanglement with religion as well as violations of the Free Exercise Clause. However, while anti-Sharia enactments create multiple constitutional problems, particularly under the Free Exercise Clause, their real-world impact may be profound or minimal depending on how broadly they are interpreted. This Part discusses possible solutions to the constitutional problems raised by anti-Sharia enactments and possible responses by religious communities that are most directly impacted by these enactments.

A. Narrow Construction of Anti-Sharia Enactments

Much of this Comment’s analysis of the violations of the Free Exercise Clause created by anti-Sharia enactments assumes a certain breadth in the interpretation of those statutes.314 However, a narrower interpretation of some of these statutes may avoid some of the free exercise challenges based on the plain language of the statutes. Although anti-Sharia enactments generally use broad and sweeping language,315 courts can interpret them to merely prohibit the application of religious laws as opposed to the consideration of religious laws.

If anti-Sharia enactments merely prohibit courts from applying religious laws in any case, there can be no violation of the Free Exercise Clause. There is no constitutional right to have courts apply a certain religious law in any case.316 A court may not, for example, apply a punishment based on Sharia law in a criminal case against a Muslim defendant or Halacha in a case against a Jewish defendant.317 Likewise, a court may not re-

314 Not all enactments prohibiting the consideration of foreign or religious law have the same breadth. For example, Indiana’s proposed enactment explicitly states that courts “may not interpret this chapter as limiting the right of any person to the free exercise of religion as guaranteed by the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States or the Constitution of the State of Indiana.” H.R.B. 1166, 117th Gen. Assemb., 2d Reg. Sess. (Ind. 2012). Similarly, a proposed bill in Missouri prohibiting the application of foreign law states: “No court or arbitrator shall interpret this act to limit the right of any person to the free exercise of religion as guaranteed by the First Amendment of the United States Constitution and by the constitution of this state.” H.R.B. 1512, 96th Gen. Assemb., 2d Reg. Sess. (Mo. 2012).
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solve church, mosque, or synagogue property disputes on the basis of religious doctrine.\textsuperscript{318} Courts also may not, consistent with the Establishment Clause, direct parties to engage in purely religious conduct.\textsuperscript{319} Nor can they decide any kind of dispute on the basis of their interpretation of religious doctrine.\textsuperscript{320}

Courts may, however, consider “objective, well-established concepts of trust and property law familiar to lawyers and judges.”\textsuperscript{321} Courts may consider expert testimony and parol evidence to interpret an ambiguous contract—even a contract that draws on religious principles—or to determine whether it can enforce the contract without violating the Establishment Clause.\textsuperscript{322} For example, the court in \textit{Odatalla v. Odatalla} allowed the wife to testify about the meaning of the terms of a \textit{mahr} contract, including testimony that the deferred \textit{mahr} is usually not requested under Islamic customs except upon divorce or the death of the husband.\textsuperscript{323} This testimony, although based on principles of Sharia, meets the requirements of the neutral principle of law doctrine—it merely clarifies the intent of the parties to the contract and is admissible as it would be in any other dispute over an ambiguous contract.\textsuperscript{324} Regardless of the religious motivations of the contracting parties, the contract is enforceable if it involves secular contractual obligations.\textsuperscript{325} On the other hand, if the testimony involved disputes over the interpretation of religious doctrines, courts may not pass judgment on such intrareligious disputes.\textsuperscript{326}

Although there is a fine line between considering religious doctrine using neutral principles of law to determine the meaning of a contract and applying religious law, it is a constitutionally significant distinction.\textsuperscript{327} If courts interpret anti-Sharia enactments narrowly so as to prohibit the latter while permitting the former, anti-Sharia enactments would not violate the
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Free Exercise Clause; rather, they would merely reinforce the mandate of the Establishment Clause.

Nonetheless, that does not necessarily mean that all anti-Sharia enactments would be constitutional under a narrow construction. Category A enactments, which explicitly target Islamic law, would violate the Establishment Clause even with a narrow construction by officially disapproving of a particular religion. In granting a preliminary injunction against Oklahoma’s “Save Our State Amendment” in *Awad v. Ziriax*, the judge wrote that the amendment, by singling out one religion, “conveys a message of disapproval of plaintiff’s faith and, consequently, has the effect of inhibiting plaintiff’s religion.” In other words, even with a narrow statutory construction, anti-Sharia enactments may run afoul of the Establishment Clause if they explicitly target a particular religion.

**B. Expanding Reliance on Religious Arbitration**

Another possible solution to the limitations placed on the practices of religious-legal communities is to rely more on religious arbitration rather than resorting to state courts for enforcement of religious agreements or the resolution of property, contract, and family disputes. Today, “traditional, faith-based alternatives to the mainstream legal system are alive and well, and in many ways, busier and more influential than ever.” Christians, Jews, and Muslims have developed a variety of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, such as the *beth din* for Jews, peace ministries for Christians, and Islamic courts for Muslims. In recent years, Catholics have increased their reliance on church courts that resolve disputes among Catholics based on canon law. By relying on religious arbitration outside of state courts, parties can avoid the prohibition on the consideration of religious laws by state courts.

Parties who wish to arbitrate their disputes before religious arbitration panels sign a contract with a choice of law provision identifying the applicable religious law and a forum-selection clause identifying the arbitration forum. As a prerequisite to enforceability, the parties must voluntarily
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agree to arbitrate, and the arbitrators must be neutral and objective parties. Absent coercion or evidence of bias on the arbitrator’s part, “American courts routinely enforce money judgments and other orders by [religious arbitrators].” However, contracts between family members resolving private disputes as opposed to commercial contracts—particularly those involving the waiver of statutory rights—require closer scrutiny to ensure fairness to both parties. Although there is no per se requirement that the parties to such contracts have separate counsel, courts have indicated that attorneys and judges have a heightened duty to protect the parties by providing them with all the information relevant to potential conflicts of interest and the importance of seeking counsel before entering into such contracts.

Under Category A and B enactments, state courts generally may enforce arbitration orders rendered by religious arbitration panels, because courts would not need to consider the underlying reasoning behind the orders or hear the testimony of the religious arbitrators. However, even under Category A and B enactments, parties may have difficulty challenging the validity of a religious arbitration decision where courts would have to consider religious matters to determine whether the parties freely consented to the arbitration. For example, rabbinical courts often issue a sh’tar or k’sav seruv, a contempt order, when a party refuses to submit to the rabbinical court. Some courts have held that the threat of such communal ostracism does not rise to the level of coercion. However, to make such a determination, a court may need to hear testimony on the seruv, and such testimony involves providing the court with information on a practice under Jewish law. What is more, under Category C enactments, courts would likely be completely barred from enforcing arbitration decisions of
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rabbinical and Islamic courts,\textsuperscript{343} because such arbitration panels rely on laws that do not provide parties the same protections afforded under the U.S. Constitution and the laws of the respective states.\textsuperscript{344}

In short, under Category A and B enactments, religious groups can expand their reliance on religious arbitration to avoid the complete prohibition on the consideration of religious laws in state courts, and courts will generally enforce such arbitration decisions.\textsuperscript{345} On the other hand, under Category C enactments, judicial enforcement is likely not available, and therefore, the effectiveness of religious arbitration will largely depend on the effectiveness of self-enforcement by the parties and extrajudicial enforcement mechanisms, such as communal pressure to comply with religious arbitration decisions.\textsuperscript{346} Jewish courts have long-established enforcement mechanisms such as the seruv, a contempt order issued by rabbinical courts,\textsuperscript{347} and American Muslims may need to develop similar enforcement mechanisms to substitute for the absence of judicial enforcement under Category C enactments.

C. Contracting Around Anti-Sharia Laws

Perhaps the most effective response by religious communities to avoid the effects of anti-Sharia enactments is to contract around these statutes. In most cases where courts need to consider religious matters, and therefore, would run afoul of anti-Sharia enactments, parties have failed to specify their intent and to clearly delineate their contractual obligations.\textsuperscript{348} For example, in the case of \textit{In re Marriage of Shaban},\textsuperscript{349} the husband sought to apply Islamic law to a mahr contract that consisted of a one-page document naming the bride, the groom, and the mahr and stating: “Legal marriage concluded in Accordance with God’s Book and the precepts of His Prophet and with the mutual agreement of the husband and the wife’s representative.”\textsuperscript{350} The court held that the husband could not introduce parol evidence to explain the intent of the parties, because the contract was far too vague and did not satisfy the requirements of the state’s statute of frauds.\textsuperscript{351}

A certain amount of vagueness may be unavoidable in drafting contracts, and parties may even intentionally draft vague terms and leave the
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outcome of litigation to the discretion of courts. But if the goal is to avoid the need to introduce parol evidence, then parties should draft terms as precisely and clearly as possible. While this will impose higher transaction costs on the parties, this front-end cost is well worth it given the high back-end cost to the parties if courts refuse to enforce their contract.

Most Islamic marriage contracts are based on standard, boilerplate contracts provided by local imams, and many are drafted vaguely. If such contracts and other legal documents drawing on religious principles, such as heter iska contracts, mahr agreements, and wills, are drafted clearly, precisely, and without reference to the underlying religious doctrines, they would be enforceable even under anti-Sharia enactments, because courts would not need to consider religious laws. Even without anti-Sharia enactments, many courts are reluctant to enforce vague contract terms or to consider parol evidence consisting of religious doctrines. Consequently, it is imperative for religious communities to develop detailed terms for religious agreements, wills, and contracts to ensure their enforceability in state courts without the need to resort to parol evidence.

CONCLUSION

Anti-Sharia enactments violate the rights of religious minorities to incorporate their religious legal traditions into their private contracts. Judges faced with challenges to these enactments should strike Category A and B enactments as violations of the Free Exercise Clause, and courts should also strike Category C enactments as violations of the Establishment Clause since they would require courts to determine whether laws relied upon by religious arbitration panels afforded parties the same rights guaranteed under the Constitution. While the Establishment Clause concerns of the proponents of these enactments are legitimate and have motivated some courts to refuse to enforce religious contracts, because of the broad language
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employed by these enactments, they will directly restrict the religious exercise of members of religious communities without serving a compelling state interest.

However, even if courts do not strike these enactments as unconstitutional, they should narrowly construe them to only forbid courts from applying religious laws or passing judgment on matters of religious doctrine in violation of the Establishment Clause. Furthermore, even if courts do not strike anti-Sharia enactments, religious communities should avoid the application of anti-Sharia enactments by increasing their reliance on alternative dispute resolution mechanisms and more detailed contract terms that would obviate the need for courts to consider parol evidence involving religious matters.